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The effects of phase noises (PNs), power imbalances, and correlations on multiuser orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems are studied. It is assumed that each user is equipped with a single antenna, whereas the base station (BS) has multiple antennas and use zero-forcing (ZF) decoder for multiuser detection. Since each user has an independent oscillator, the received uplink (UL) signal at each BS antenna is corrupted by all of these independent PNs. Furthermore, there may be power imbalances and correlations (due to common scatterers) between different users. These impairments are jointly analyzed in this work. A closed-form expression of the mean square error (MSE) performance of the multiuser MIMO-OFDM system is derived. The analytical results are verified by simulations.

1. Introduction

The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique [1] can effectively turn a frequency-selective channel [2] into multiple frequency-flat subchannels at different subcarriers, allowing the simple one-tap channel equalization to mitigate the multipath effect. Recently, it is chosen as the main fifth generation (5G) waveform for sub-6 GHz as well as millimeter-wave bands [3, 4] by the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) standardization [5]. The OFDM can be readily combined with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques [6–8] to exploit spatial multiplexing and/or diversity gain. As a result, MIMO-OFDM systems are ubiquitously employed in modern telecommunications, such as long-term evolution (LTE) and wireless local area network (WLAN) systems, for example, [9, 10].

Unfortunately, MIMO-OFDM systems are sensitive to oscillator phase noises [11–23], which cause common phase error (CPE) and intercarrier interference (ICI). While the CPE is a common phase rotation for all the subcarriers (of one OFDM symbol), the ICI represents the interferences caused by nonorthogonal subcarriers. The PN effect on single-user MIMO-OFDM (SU-MIMO-OFDM) systems has been well studied in the literature [11–19]. Most of the works assume a common oscillator for all the antennas at the transceiver [11–16], whereas the case of an independent oscillator for each antenna has been studied in [17–19]. Assuming the base station (BS) antennas share a common oscillator, the downlink (DL) of the multiuser MIMO-OFDM (MU-MIMO-OFDM) system (at each user) is similar to the single-user case (in that the user see only a single transmit PN). In the uplink (UL) transmission, however, the received signal at the BS is corrupted by multiple transmit PNs. Since the PNs from different users are independent, the PN estimation in the UL is more complex than that in the DL. For this reason, we focus on the UL multiuser PN effect in this work.

There are a few works studying the PN effect on uplink MU-MIMO-OFDM systems, for example, [20, 21]. While [20] considered multiple PNs from the users together with another PN at the BS, [21] considered multiple PNs at the BS (with large antenna array) with PN-free users. The PNs from multiple users are mixed at each BS antenna, whereas the PNs (of multiple oscillators) at the BS are uncoupled. Therefore, PN estimation in the former is more challenging than that in the latter. For example, the CPEs of multiuser PNs must
be jointly estimated [20], whereas the CPE of each of the BS PNs can be tracked separately in an easier way [21, 22]. It is difficult to compensate the ICI effects of multiple transmit PNs at the receiver. As a result, a PN compensation scheme that mitigates the multiple transmit PNs and a receive PN separately was proposed in [23] for multinode backhauling. Nevertheless, the scheme requires a feedback loop with direct RF sampling at each transmitting node and, therefore, is not feasible for the considered multiuser scenario in this work.

In this work, we focus on the ICI effects of multiuser PNs. Specifically, we derive a closed-form expression of the mean square error (MSE) performance of the uplink MU-MIMO-OFDM system with and without power imbalance and correlation, assuming the CPEs of different PNs can be perfectly estimated. (Given the fact that the CPE is just the time average of the PN over one OFDM symbol, the CPE is perfectly estimated. (Given the fact that the CPE is just the time average of the PN over one OFDM symbol, the CPE can usually be estimated accurately [11, 14, 15]. The effect of imperfect CPE estimation is included in simulations.) Unlike [20] where the multiuser PN effects were studied by simulation solely, the analytical results derived in this work give more insight into the ICI effect of multiuser PNs. Moreover, the derived MSE expression can take into account of power imbalances and correlations between different users. (In the literature, it is usually assumed that spatially separated users are uncorrelated. Nevertheless, measurements and simulations confirm that spatially separated users can still have correlations due to common scatterers [24–26].)

To the best knowledge of the authors, the joint effects of multiuser PNs for different numbers of BS antennas and users are studied analytically and experimentally (by simulations). Good agreements between simulated and theoretical MSEs are observed.

Notations. Throughout this paper, boldface lower and uppercase letters (e.g., \(\mathbf{x}\) and \(X\)) represent column vector and matrix, respectively; \(\text{diag}(\mathbf{x})\) denotes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are given by \(x_i\); \(\|\mathbf{x}\|\) is the Euclidean norm of \(\mathbf{x}\); \(\text{Tr}(X)\) represents the trace of \(X\); \(\mathbf{I}_M\) is an \(M \times M\) identity matrix; \(j = \sqrt{-1}\); \(\otimes\) denotes the Kronecker product; \(E\) represents mathematical expectation; and \(T, H, \dagger\) denote transpose, transpose conjugate (Hermitian), and Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, respectively.

2. System Model

For simplicity, we assume \(K\) users (each equipped with a single antenna along with a free-running oscillator) and \(M(> K)\) antennas at the BS (see Figure 1). The BS uses zero-forcing (ZF) decoder for multiuser detection. Throughout this paper, we assume that the cyclic prefix (CP) of the OFDM symbol is longer than the channel spread.

Let \(N\) be the number of OFDM subcarriers and \(F\) be an \(N \times N\) unitary discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix, whose elements are given by \(\exp(-j2\pi ml/N)/\sqrt{N}\), \((m,l = 0, \ldots, N-1)\), and \(\varphi_k\) and \(\theta\) be \(N \times 1\) vectors consisting of the time-domain PNs within one OFDM symbol at the \(k\)th user \((k = 1, \ldots, K)\) and at the BS, respectively. The frequency-domain expression of the UL transmission (from \(K\) users to the BS) in the presence of PNs is given as follows [17]:

\[
y = (\mathbf{G}_R \otimes \mathbf{I}_M) \mathbf{H}_{\text{Tx}} \mathbf{x} + \mathbf{w},
\]

where \(\mathbf{H}\) is an \(MN \times KN\) block diagonal channel matrix whose \(n\)th diagonal block entry \(\mathbf{H}_n\) is an \(M \times K\) channel transfer function (CTF) matrix at the \(n\)th subcarrier, \(x = [\mathbf{x}_1^T \mathbf{x}_2^T \cdots \mathbf{x}_N^T]^T\) is the \(KN \times 1\) signal vector with \(\mathbf{x}_m\) denoting the \(K \times 1\) transmitted signal vector at the \(n\)th subcarrier, \(y = [\mathbf{y}_1^T \mathbf{y}_2^T \cdots \mathbf{y}_N^T]^T\) is the \(MN \times 1\) signal vector with \(\mathbf{y}_n\) denoting the \(M \times 1\) received signal vector at the \(n\)th subcarrier, \(\mathbf{w}\) is an \(MN \times 1\) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector, \(\mathbf{G}_R = \mathbf{F} \text{diag}(\exp(j\theta)) \mathbf{F}^T\) is an \(N \times N\) matrix of the PN spectral components of the BS oscillator, and \(\mathbf{G}_{\text{Tx}} = \text{diag}(\mathbf{g}_{\text{Tx}}^{(m-1)})\), where the \(K \times 1\) vector \(\mathbf{g}_{\text{Tx}}^{(m-1)}\) consists of the corresponding spectral components of all the PNs from the \(K\) users. Note that (1) only holds approximately since the PN in the CP and the end of the time-domain OFDM symbol are different. Nevertheless, it is a good approximation [11, 15, 17]. By separating the CPE and ICI terms \(\mathbf{G}_T = \mathbf{I}_N \otimes \text{diag}(\mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Tx}}) + \mathbf{G}_{\text{CTF}}\) and \(\mathbf{G}_R = \mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Rx}} \mathbf{I}_N + \mathbf{P}_R\), (1) can be rewritten as

\[
y = \mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Rx}} \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{I}_N \otimes \text{diag}(\mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Tx}})) \mathbf{x} + \mathbf{e} + \mathbf{w},
\]

where \(\mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Rx}}\) is the CPE of the PN at the BS, \(\mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Tx}}\) consists of the CPEs of the PNs from the \(K\) users, and the ICI term \(\mathbf{e}\) is

\[
\mathbf{e} = (\mathbf{P}_R \otimes \mathbf{I}_M) \mathbf{H}_{\text{Tx}} \mathbf{x} + \mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Rx}} \mathbf{H}_{\text{Tx}} \mathbf{x} + (\mathbf{P}_R \otimes \mathbf{I}_M) \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{I}_N \otimes \text{diag}(\mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Tx}})) \mathbf{x}.
\]

The received signal at the \(n\)th subcarrier can be expressed as

\[
y_n = \mathbf{h}_n \text{diag}(\mathbf{g}_0^{\text{Tx}}) \mathbf{x}_n + e_n + w_n,
\]
where \( \mathbf{g}_0 = g_{Rx} \mathbf{B}_0 \), \( \mathbf{e}_n \) and \( \mathbf{w}_n \) denote ICIs and AWGNs at the \( n \)th subcarrier, respectively. The CPEs \( \mathbf{g}_0 \) of multiple PNs can be jointly estimated as follows [20]:

\[
\hat{\mathbf{g}}_0 = \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{\nu \in S_p} (\mathbf{H}_n \mathbf{diag}(\mathbf{x}_n))^\dagger \mathbf{y}_n,
\]

where \( S_p \) denotes the set of the \( N_p \) scattered pilots. The CPEs can be corrected at the ZF decoder as

\[
\hat{x}_n = \mathbf{diag}(\hat{\mathbf{g}}_0)^{-1} \mathbf{H}_n^\dagger \mathbf{y}_n,
\]

where \( \hat{x}_n \) denotes the detected signals at the \( n \)th subcarrier. Note that, in order to focus on the PN effect, we assume perfect channel estimation. In practice, the estimated channel in the preamble will contain an initial CPE. In the payload, the CPE will be different. Thus, it is necessary to estimate the relative CPE with respect to the initial CPE. Mathematically, it is equivalent to assume that the estimated channel contains the preamble CPE and then the relative CPE in the payload can still be estimated using (5).

For simplicity, we assume the Wiener PN model for the free-running oscillator, whose discrete-time expression is given as follows [11, 13–15]:

\[
\phi(i + 1) = \phi(i) + \zeta(i),
\]

where \( \phi \) is the PN and \( \zeta \) is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable, whose variance is \( 4\pi \beta T_s \) with \( T_s \) denoting the sampling duration and \( \beta \) representing the 3 dB bandwidth of the PN. The 3 dB bandwidth is related to the carrier frequency \( \nu_0 \) as \( \beta = \nu_0 f_s^2 \), where \( \nu_0 \) is a parameter characterizing the quality of the oscillator [27]. Nevertheless, the value of \( \beta \) is usually given instead of \( \nu_0 \) in the literature.

In order to include power imbalances and correlations of different users, the MIMO channel impulse response of the \( l \)th tap is modeled as \( \mathbf{H}_l = \mathbf{H}_0 \mathbf{R}^{1/2} \), \( \mathbf{H}_0 \) denotes the spatially white MIMO channel with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian variables, and \( \mathbf{R}^{1/2} \) is the Hermitian square root of the correlation matrix \( \mathbf{R} \), defined as

\[
\mathbf{R} = \mathbf{diag}(\sqrt{\eta}) \mathbf{\Phi} \mathbf{diag}(\sqrt{\eta}),
\]

where \( \eta \) is a vector consisting of the mean effective gains (MEGs) [28] of the users’ antennas, \( \sqrt{\cdot} \) represents element-wise square root, and the matrix \( \mathbf{\Phi} \) consists of correlation coefficients due to the common scatterers. The power imbalances are the MEG differences (in dB) between the elements in \( \eta \). It is noted that the path loss differences between different users can be included in the power imbalances.

### 3. Performance Analysis

In order to focus on the ICI effects of multiuser PNs, we assume perfect estimation of CPEs. Since the BS can afford high quality oscillator with negligible PN whereas the users are usually equipped with low-cost oscillators with nonnegligible PNs, we ignore the BS PN and focus on multiuser PNs. (The BS PN and imperfect CPE estimation are considered in the simulations in the next section.) For notational convenience, we drop the superscript \( Tx \) hereafter.

The signal at the \( n \)th subcarrier after the ZF decoder is given as

\[
\mathbf{r}_n = \mathbf{diag}(\hat{\mathbf{g}}_0) \mathbf{x}_n + \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} \mathbf{diag}(\mathbf{g}_(n-l)_n) \mathbf{x}_l + \mathbf{H}_n^\dagger \mathbf{w}_n,
\]

The (normalized) MSE at the \( n \)th subcarrier is

\[
\xi_n = \frac{E[\|\mathbf{y}_n - \hat{\mathbf{y}}_n\|^2]}{E[\|\mathbf{H}_n^\dagger \mathbf{w}_n\|^2]} + 1.
\]

Note that the normalized MSE is also referred to as error vector magnitude (EVM) [15], which is a popular performance metric in the industry.

Assuming the subcarrier symbols are independent and identically distributed with a variance of \( \sigma_x^2 \), that is, \( E[\mathbf{x}_n \mathbf{x}_n^\dagger] = \sigma_x^2 \mathbf{I}_K \), the power contributions of the useful signal (with known CPEs) and ICI term can be expressed as

\[
E[\|\mathbf{y}_n - \hat{\mathbf{y}}_n\|^2] = \sigma_x^2 E[\|\hat{\mathbf{g}}_0\|^2],
\]

\[
E[\|\mathbf{g}_(n-l)_n\|^2] = \sigma_{IC}^2 E[\|\mathbf{g}_(n-l)_n\|^2],
\]

respectively.

Assuming the oscillators at different users are of the same quality (i.e., PNs from different users have the same 3 dB bandwidth \( \beta \), the same CPE term \( \sigma_{CPE}^2 = E[|\mathbf{g}_0|^2] \), and the same ICI term \( \sigma_{IC}^2 = E[\|\mathbf{g}_(n-l)_n\|^2] \),

\[
E[\|\mathbf{g}_0\|^2] = K E[|\mathbf{g}_0|^2] = K \sigma_{CPE}^2,
\]

\[
E[\|\sum_{l=0}^{N-1} \mathbf{g}_(n-l)_n\|^2] = KE[\sum_{l=0}^{N-1} |\mathbf{g}_(n-l)_n|^2] = K \sigma_{IC}^2.
\]

Note that \( E[\sum_{l=0}^{N-1} |\mathbf{g}_(n-l)_n|^2] = E[\sum_{l=0}^{N-1} |\mathbf{g}_0|^2] \). Let

\[
g_(n-l)_n|_{l=0} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \exp(j \phi(i) \exp(-j 2\pi n i / N)),
\]

and the total power of the PN is given as

\[
\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |\mathbf{g}_n|^2 = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{p=1}^{N} \exp(j \phi(i) - \phi(p)) \exp(j 2\pi n i / N) \exp(j 2\pi n p / N) \times \exp(j 2\pi n i / N)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{p=1}^{N} \exp(j \phi(p) - \phi(p)) \times \exp(j 2\pi n i / N) \exp(j 2\pi n p / N)
\]

\[
\times \exp(j 2\pi n i / N),
\]
where

\[ \exp \left( j \frac{2\pi n (p - i)}{N} \right) = \begin{cases} N, & p = i \\ 0, & p \neq i. \end{cases} \] (15)

Hence,

\[ \sigma_{\text{CPE}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{ICI}}^2 = E \left[ \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |g_n|^2 \right] = \frac{1}{N^2} (N \times N) = 1. \] (16)

Using the DFT expression (13), \( \sigma_{\text{CPE}}^2 \) can be derived as

\[ E \left[ |g_0|^2 \right] = E \left[ \sum_{i} \sum_{p} \exp \left( j (\phi (i) - \phi (p)) \right) \right] = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i} \sum_{p} \exp (-2\pi \beta |i - p| T_s), \] (17)

where the last step is derived using the characteristic function (i.e., the Fourier transform of the probability density function) of the PN. Once \( \sigma_{\text{CPE}}^2 \) is known, \( \sigma_{\text{ICI}}^2 \) can be readily derived as

\[ E \left[ \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |g_n|^2 \right] = 1 - \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i} \sum_{p} \exp (-2\pi \beta |i - p| T_s). \] (18)

Equations (16)–(18) imply that the total energy of the PN is fixed and that reducing the subcarrier spacing reduces the CPE term and increases the ICI term.

Since \( H_n^H = (H_n^H H_n) \) and \( E[w_n w_n^H] = \sigma_w^2 I_M \), the noise power (after the ZF decoder) is given as

\[ E \left[ \|H_n^H w_n\|^2 \right] = \text{Tr} \left\{ E \left[ H_n^H w_n w_n^H (H_n^H)\right] \right\} = \sigma_w^2 \text{Tr} \left\{ E \left[ (H_n^H H_n)^{-1} \right] \right\}. \] (19)

In the case of a Rayleigh fading multipath channel \( H_n^H \) and \( M > K \), \( (H_n^H H_n)^{-1} \) follows the inverse (noncentral) Wishart distribution, whose mean is \( \mathbf{R}^{-1} \) \( (M - K) \) [29]. Hence (19) boils down to

\[ E \left[ \|H_n^H w_n\|^2 \right] = \frac{\sigma_w^2}{M - K} \text{Tr} \left( \mathbf{R}^{-1} \right). \] (20)

Note that the distribution of \( (H_n^H H_n)^{-1} \) is unknown when \( M = K \). Due to the singularity in (20), simulations for the case of \( M = K \) do not converge. When \( M < K \), the degree of freedom at the BS will be insufficient for detecting \( K \) data streams. As a result, we only consider the case of \( M > K \) in this paper.

Denoting the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as \( \xi_0 = \sigma_w^2 / \sigma_n^2 \), the MSE at the \( n \)th subcarrier can be derived as follows:

\[ \xi_n = \frac{\eta_0 K (1 - (1/N^2) \sum_{p=0}^{N-1} \sum_{p=0}^{N-1} \exp (2\pi \beta |i - p| T_s)) + (\text{Tr} (\mathbf{R}^{-1})) / (M - K)}{(\eta_0 K / N^2) \sum_{p=0}^{N-1} \sum_{p=0}^{N-1} \exp (2\pi \beta |i - p| T_s)}. \] (21)

4. Simulation

Throughout the section, we make the following assumptions. There are 512 subcarriers including 32 scattered pilots. The remaining active subcarriers are loaded with QAM symbols. The multipath fading channel is a 4-tap Rayleigh fading channel, where the taps are at the 0, 20, 30, and 60th time samples with equal average tap gain of 1/4, and that the channel stays constant within 40 OFDM symbols after which an independent channel realization is drawn (i.e., block fading channel). In total, 100 channel realizations are generated. (The analysis in the previous section holds for Rayleigh fading channel with arbitrary number of channel taps; the 4-tap Rayleigh fading channel is used here as an example.) The CP length is set to 64. The PNs from different users are independent yet follow the same (Wiener process) distribution, whose mean is \( \mathbf{R}^{-1} \) \( (M - K) \) [29]. Hence (19) boils down to
been perfectly estimated in the preamble. The 32 scatter pilots are used for CPE estimation in the payload using (5).

Figure 2 shows the MSE performance of the MU-MIMO-OFDM system with two users and four BS antennas in spatially white and power-balanced MIMO channels. As a reference, the ideal case (no PN) is also plotted in the same figure. As can be seen, with modest PN ($\beta \leq 500$ Hz), the simulated MSE with CPE correction agrees well with that of the theoretical one (21). This implies that the CPE correction (cf. Section 2) can eliminate the CPEs of the multiple PNs. Note that as $\beta$ increases, the joint CPE estimation (5) becomes less accurate. As a result, it is also shown that the MSE performance with CPE correction is slightly worse than its theoretical counterpart as $\beta$ increases up to 1000 Hz.

Figure 3 shows the MSE performance of the MU-MIMO-OFDM system in spatially white and power-balanced MIMO channels as a function of subcarrier spacing $1/(NT_s)$. Since the ICI effect reduces with increasing subcarrier spacing, the MSE performance improves with increasing subcarrier spacing. At 5 dB SNR, the noises have more profound effect than the PNs do, whereas the PNs dominates at 25 dB SNR. Therefore, the improvement of the MSE performance (due to the increase of the subcarrier spacing) is more prominent at high SNR. Note that the channel length is assumed to be 61 time samples, whose absolute value (in seconds) decreases with increasing subcarrier spacing. For a fixed channel length (independent of the subcarrier spacing), it may not be a good idea to increase the subcarrier spacing unlimitedly in that a larger subcarrier spacing may necessitate a longer CP length (increased overhead) and multitap channel equalization (increased complexity).

Figure 4 shows the MSE performance of the PN corrupted MU-MIMO-OFDM system (with four users) in spatially white and power-balanced MIMO channels as a function of number of BS antennas (under different SNRs). The 3 dB PN bandwidth is set to 500 Hz. As references, the MSEs of the corresponding ideal cases (no PN) are also plotted in the same figure. As can be seen, the MSE performance improves as the number of BS antennas increases at low (5 dB) SNR. At high (25 dB) SNR, however, the MSE performance improvement becomes insignificant beyond ten BS antennas. This is because that, given $K$, the diversity gain of the ZF
Figure 5: MSE performance of MU-MIMO-OFDM ($M = 10, \beta = 500$ Hz) as a function of $K$ under different SNRs in spatially white and power-balanced MIMO channels.

decoder increases with increasing $M$; and the increasing diversity gain is more effective at low SNR.

Figure 5 shows the MSE performance of the PN corrupted MU-MIMO-OFDM system (with ten BS antennas) in spatially white and power-balanced MIMO channels as a function of number of users (under different SNRs). The 3 dB PN bandwidth is set to 500 Hz. As references, the MSE of the corresponding ideal cases (no PN) are also plotted in the same figure. As can be seen, the MSE performance degrades as the number of users increases (for a given number of BS antennas). This is because that, given $M$, the diversity gain of the ZF decoder decreases with increasing $K$. Analogous to the results in Figure 4, the MSE dependence on the number of users is more obvious at low SNR than that at high SNR. Note that as the number of BS antennas ($M$) decreases or as the number of users ($K$) increases, the joint CPE estimation becomes less accurate, resulting in small discrepancies between the simulated and theoretical results in Figures 4 and 5.

To further illustrate the multiuser PN effects, we plot the MSE performances of MU-MIMO-OFDM systems with four BS antennas and two and three users, respectively, in Figure 6. The 3 dB PN bandwidth is set to 100 Hz. As references, the MSEs of the corresponding ideal cases (no PN) are also plotted in the same figure. Given $M$, increasing $K$ decreases the degree of freedom at the BS and, therefore, degrades the MSE performance of the MU-MIMO-OFDM system. As can be seen from Figure 6, the MSE with the three users is higher than that with two users and that the theoretical results agree reasonably well with the simulated ones over the whole SNR range.

The above simulation results are for spatially white and power-balanced MIMO channels. The MSE performance of the MU-MIMO-OFDM system with two users and four BS antennas in the presence of 0.5 correlation and 10 dB power imbalance is shown in Figure 7. Comparing Figures 2 and 7, it can be seen that the power imbalance and the correlation significantly degrade the MSE performance of the MU-MIMO-OFDM system. Similar to Figure 2, as $\beta$ increases, the joint CPE estimation (5) becomes less accurate, and the difference between the simulated and theoretical MSE increases.
It is shown from (22) that the effects of correlation and power imbalance are separable. Thus, we show their effects on the MU-MIMO-OFDM system with two users and four BS antennas in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. As can be seen, the MSE performance degrades with increasing correlation and/or power imbalance and that the theoretical MSE expression (21) can well predict the simulated MSE. The small discrepancy at high correlation (power imbalance) is due to the fact that the estimated CPEs become less accurate at high correlation (power imbalance) values.

So far, we have been focusing on the effect of multiuser PN, while omitting the PN at the BS. As shown in Section 2, the CPE of the PN at the BS can be corrected together with the multiuser CPEs using the CPE correction method. Figure 10 shows the MSE performance of the MU-MIMO-OFDM system with two users and four BS antennas in the presence of 0.3 correlation and 3 dB power imbalance, and PNs (with $\beta = 500$ Hz) at users and the BS. As can be seen, the PNs of the users and the BS can be greatly mitigated by using the CPE correction method.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we studied the phase noise (PN) effect on the uplink multiuser MIMO-OFDM system. It was assumed that each user is equipped with a single antenna along with a free-running oscillator, whereas the base station (BS) has multiple antennas and use zero-forcing for multiuser detection. An analytical mean square error (MSE) expression was derived for the case where the common phase errors (CPEs) can be perfectly estimated. The analytical MSE expression can take into account of correlations and power imbalances between different users. It was shown that the MSE performance improves with increasing number of BS antennas ($M$) yet degrades with increasing power imbalance, correlation, number of users ($K$), and/or 3 dB PN bandwidth and that the MSE dependence on $M$ or $K$ is more obvious at low SNR. In the special case of two users, the correlation and power imbalance effects are separable (independent) and can be shown explicitly in the analytical MSE expression. The analytical results were verified by simulations.
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